Near-wall effect is important for cavitation of flow and vortex structures. These structures are commonly investigated in cavitation of tip-vortex leakage, but are rarely discussed in cloud cavitating flow. In this study, typical experiments and numerical simulation of cloud cavitating flow were conducted near a wall that surrounds an underwater axisymmetric projectile. The experimental observations of cavity development are consistent with numerical results and validate the method's accuracy. Changes in the cavity of the distal and near wall side differ throughout the entire evolution process. The cavity grows faster on the near wall side than on the distal side, whereas the re-entry jet inside the cavity moves slowly toward the shoulder of the model. The strong vortex around the projectile is non-axisymmetric because of the collapsing cavity, which may also affect the cruising stability.
Introduction
Unsteady cavitating flow around high-speed underwater vehicles is one of the highly discussed topics in the engineering community [1, 2] . Such unsteadiness causes serious consequences, e.g. noises, erosion, vibration and instability in trajectory. The nearwall effect is an important factor in the evolution of complex unsteady cavity evolution. For example, a two-dimensional cavitating flow cannot be easily generated in water tunnels because of sidewall effect. Therefore, the mechanism involved should be investigated to find solutions on controlling such effect in engineering applications.
Studying the effects of wall nearby on cavitation requires complex simulation and test equipment. Given this requirement, a limited number of research has explored this issue. Ishida and Kimoto conducted experimental analysis of the behavior of a single cavitation bubble near a wall to examine cavitation bubbles near a solid boundary using a quite complex test facility [3, 4] . Zhou and Chen conducted a comparative study of ventilated supercavity around models with different shapes between the near-wall area and infinite flow [5] [6] [7] to explore near-wall effect. Wind tunnel test and CFD simulation were also conducted. He and Kida [8] [9] [10] studied near wall effect on supercavitating jet-flapped foils.
Other studies focused on the interaction between free surface and cloud cavitating flow; these studies employed simulation methods, such as potential flow theory [11, 12] , boundary element method (BEM) [13] [14] [15] and large eddy simulation (LES) [16] .
Most researchers focus on underwater cloud cavitating flow while neglecting wall effect. Experimental and numerical methods are usually used to analyze such problems. Traditional experimental methods include water tank test [17] and water tunnel test [18] . The CFD simulation method has also become increasingly popular in solving hydrodynamic problems; the tools adopted for this method include commercial [19, 20] , open-source [21, 22] and inhouse [23] [24] [25] software. Typical problems include cavitating flow of unsteady cloud around airfoil [26] and propeller models [27] . For axisymmetric projectile, an early simulation of steady and ventilated cloud cavitating flow around an underwater vehicle was demonstrated by Kunz [28] . Owis showed the cavity evolution of cavitating flow of an unsteady cloud around the same kind of vehicle [29] . Wang determined the relationship between the speed and position of a re-entry jet and adverse pressure gradient. The results of these studies can be used to predict the speed and cavity length of re-entry jets [30] .
Good orthogonality and meshing quality is beneficial to the convergence of the calculation and the interface of high-precision capture, which are very important for the large eddy simulation. Fine mesh resolution is important for the LES of cloud cavitating flow, whereas cell size could substantially affect the simulation results and detailed phenomenon of cavity length [31] . For this reason, hexahedral mesh is usually used in the large eddy simulation. However, the structured mesh is difficult to generate for complex geometries, and the number of cells generated is quite large. Therefore, the application of structured grid will actually make the large eddy simulation more time-consuming. The Cartesian cutcell method is an effective approach for generating unstructured mesh. This approach has underwent significant development in recent years. This approach easily achieves local refinement and perfect orthogonality and is suitable for complex geometries [32, 33] . Despite this result, the application of Cartesian cut-cell meshes on unsteady cavitating flow requires further evaluation.
This study mainly involves two parts, namely, water tank test and CFD simulation. The evolution process of the cavity is recorded by a high-speed camera. Instead of using a typical structured mesh, simulation is based on LES, volume-of-fluid approach, and Cartesian cut-cell method for finite volume mesh generation. To facilitate validation, changes in cavity length are compared between that in the experiment and in CFD simulation. Mesh independence is also discussed. The key features of cavitating flow, re-entry jet, cavity shedding, cavity collapse, and the effect of the wall nearby on cavitating flow are analyzed. Consistent regularity is observed between the cavity and vortex motion. • C. The entire experiment is recorded by a high-speed camera with a sampling frequency of 12 000 frames per second. Cavitating flow at this point developed into a stable shape. The white foam like re-entry jet inside the cavitating flow moves toward the leading edge of the model is marked by red line. As shown in the figure, the location of the near re-entry jet moves away from the front end of the model as the near wall side of the model approaches the wall nearby. The location of cavity length and re-entry jet at the distal and near wall side of the model can be measured from the figures. Cavity evolution includes cavity growth, cavity shedding, and cavity collapse. This phenomenon can be observed to validate the accuracy of the CFD simulation method in the next step.
Water tank experiment

Description of test facility
Typical experiment results and analysis
The effect of resistance on the speed of the launched model is noticeable during experiment. The launch speed of the model at the beginning and end of the test can be derived from change of leading edge location of the model in the adjacent images, which is about 20 m/s. Cavitation number can be calculated using the following equation:
where p ∞ is standard atmospheric pressure, p v is saturated vapor pressure, ρ l is liquid water density, and v ∞ is launch speed. The pressure inside the cavity which should be lower than the saturated pressure of water is considered as the cavitation criterion in the paper. There also exist other algorithm which may take the expression of the turbulent kinetic energy of 0.5 pk as a supplement to the saturated pressure, with reference to the Singhal model [34] . For the problem discussed in this paper, the turbulence of the incoming flow is quite low. The turbulence to the saturated pressure caused by the turbulent kinetic energy and the saturated pressure are relatively small comparing to the background pressure and the flow pressure. Small changes of the saturated pressure will not affect the cavitating flow much. The cavitation number in this paper remain constant as the model speed as well as the saturated vapor pressure of water did not change during the experiment. J. H. Kim [35] and D. R. Stinebring [36] discuss the relationship between the cavitation and the cavitation number in details. Given that the model is small and fast, the difference between the pressure exerted by gravity at the distal and near wall side of the model is nearer than flow dynamic pressure. The equation
= 0.0018 ≪ 1 shows that variation of local cavitation number in y direction is very small. d = 37 mm is the projectile diameter.
Numerical method
Governing equations
Multiphase flow equations are widely used to describe waterliquid/water-vapor two phases flow problems. The governing equations are,
where u i is velocity component in i direction, ρ is the mixture density, p is pressure, µ is the laminar viscosity which can be defined as,
where α is the volume fraction of the different phases, l and v represent liquid water and water vapor. The mixture density ρ is defined as,
The transport equation of the water vapor volume fraction is,
whereṁ + andṁ − are the mass transfer rate of evaporation and condensation, derived from the Reyleigh-Plesset bubble dynamics equations by Zwart et al. [37] .
where R B = [16] . Besides, some studies have shown that within a certain range, the parameters have little effect on the results of cloud cavitating flow [38] .
LES approach
LES equations are derived from the above Eqs. (2) and (3) by applying a Favre-filtering operation,
where τ ij is the subgrid scale (SGS) stress, which is defined as,
Based on the Boussinesq equation, the SGS stress could be computed from,
where µ t is the eddy viscosity, τ kk is the isotropic part, S ij is the rate-of-strain which is defined as,
In the WALE model the eddy viscosity is modeled by, where
, the constant C w = 0.325.
Cartesian cut-cell mesh
A semi-infinite model is adopted to ignore the effect of projectile tail. Commercial software ANSYS Meshing is used to generate a Cartesian cut-cell mesh with 15 layers of inflation. The height of the first layer is set to 1 × 10 −4 m with a growth rate of 1.1. The minimum face size of the model is 1 × 10 −3 m. The figure shows that the spatial volume grids are composed of cubes of different sizes. The total cell number is about 300 million (see Fig. 3 ).
CFD simulation setups
Commercial software FLUENT is used to simulate cavitating flow near the wall of an underwater axisymmetric projectile. The defined velocity-inlet, pressure-outlet and wall boundary conditions are shown (see Fig. 4 ).
LES approach and the wall-adapting local-eddy viscosity (WALE) model are adopted to simulate turbulent flow. The other detailed numerical schemes and parameters are shown in Table 1. Second-order implicit scheme is used for time discretization, which is compatible with the cavitation model and LES method. The body force weighted option is selected for pressure interpolation. The modified high-resolution interface-capturing scheme selected is more robust than explicit geometric reconstruction scheme and compatible with cavitation mass transfer. As whole acceleration process is very short in the experiment, the unsteady cavitating flow simulations are started from a uniform flow field. The time step size is set as 10 −5 s. 
Validation
The cavity lengths at the distal and near wall side are compared in both experimental and simulated results to validate the accuracy of the simulation method (Fig. 5) . Cavity evolution involves four stages of cavity development, namely, growth, re-entry, shedding, and collapse. Both the calculated cavity lengths on the upper and lower side of the projectile are smaller than the experimental data shown in the figure. This may due to the non-condensable gas in the cavitating flow during the experiment, which makes the cavity larger. Due to the limit of the solver, non-condensable gas or nucleation site cannot be considered in the calculation method. The simulation is reasonably accurate.
Mesh independence study
To verify the suitability of the original mesh size for the simulation, we produce a new refined mesh that contains about 1700 million cells. We use the same Cartesian cut-cell finite-volume approach (Fig. 6) .
The resultant cavity lengths are compared between that in the previous simulation and in the experimental results. Fig. 7 shows the results. The new mesh plan generates more accurate results than the previous model. In the present study, we consider the main features of cavity evolution to a greater extent than in other attributes. By comparing the images shown in Fig. 8 , we find that the refined mesh simulation results are consistent with the original results of cavity evolution. The features used for comparison include cavity length, re-entry jet fronts, and cavity shape. After verifying the mesh independence of the simulation method, the simulation results of the original mesh are used for further analysis and discussion. The results show that the Cartesian cut-cell mesh is fairly stable. The simulated results of small cell sizes remain fine.
The analysis indicates several advantages of the Cartesian cutcell method. The most apparent benefit include rapid generation, which results in predominantly high-quality hexahedral elements and solver compatibility. The simulation method used in this study is stable.
Cavitation criterion
As mentioned above, the pressure inside the cavity which should be lower than the saturated pressure of water is considered as the cavitation criterion in the paper. To find how the results are dependent on the cavitation criterion, we compared the simulated results of the water temperature at 15, 20, 25 and 30
• C. The corresponding saturated pressure are 1700, 2340, 3170 and 4245 Pa. Comparisons of the cavity shape are shown in Fig. 9 . From the results, we can find that small changes of the saturated pressure will not affect the cavitating flow a lot.
Results and discussion
Cavity evolution process
Cavity evolution involves four stages. Figs. 10-13 show the comparison of cavity images between the experimental and simulation results. The cavitating flow of the sheet evolves and grows at the first stage. Cavity length increases as growth rate decreases before reaching its peak. The re-entry jet inside the cavitating flow persistently moves toward the leading edge of the model. During this time, the shape of the cavity is stable. At the third stage, the re-entry jet inside the cavitating flow reaches the leading edge of the projectile and connects the outside flow and cavity shed. A new cavity begins to grow at this point and the previous cavity starts to move downstream. These stages result in rapid growth of the length of total cavity. The cavity collapses at the closure in the last stage, and the length of cavity is drastically decreased. The growing cavity in the new cavity evolution process is then observed. This analysis shows that the re-entry jet inside the cavitating flow exerts a negligible influence on cavity evolution.
The characteristics of cavity evolution at the distal and near wall side at different stages are discussed. Fig. 10 shows the growth of cavity length. Two typical times at t = 0.002 s and t = 0.004 s are chosen for analysis. At t = 0.004 s, cavity length at the near wall side of the model is slightly longer than that of the distal side, but this difference is hardly noticeable.
The differences in cavity length and the front of re-entry jet between the distal and near wall side expands over time in the second stage as the re-entry jet inside the cavitating flow appears and continually moves toward the front end of the model. Re-entry jet inside the cavity are marked by red lines in the figure. Cavity length at the near wall side of the model is longer than that on the distal side, while the front of re-entry jet moves away from the leading edge of the cavity (Fig. 11) . These stages are likely caused by the wall nearby because a low-pressure area is generated between the near wall side and the bottom wall (Fig. 16) . The length and shape of total cavity are stable during this period. The re-entry jet is significant in cavity shedding. The velocity vector in the x direction around the model from the simulation results is shown at t = 0.006 s in Fig. 14. A cylindrical surface of 38 mm diameter is added to show the velocity of re-entry jet. The directions of opposite velocity vector divided by the edge of the cavitating flow could be clearly seen from the following figure. The cavity on the distal side is cut off earlier than the cavity on the near wall side as the re-entry jet persistently moves upstream. Fig. 12 shows three images at corresponding time points (t = 0.01 s, 0.012 s, 0.014 s) during cavity shedding. The jet cuts off the cavity by interfering with the main flow as the re-entry jet moves to the shoulder of the projectile. The cavity generated in the first period sheds and the new cavity evolution process begins to grow. Total cavity length increases relative to those in the previous stages. The figure also shows that the thickness of the cavity at the near wall side of the model is thicker than that at the distal side. This result may be attributed to the larger low-pressure area at the near wall side than at the distal side to the wall because of the wall nearby. Velocity distribution around the model at the added neutral plane in this stage is shown in Fig. 15 . The re-entry jet area inside the cavitating flow that moves toward the front end of the projectile is large at the near wall side and grows over time.
The cavity collapses at the last stage (Fig. 13) . A comparison of the cavity images between experiment and simulation results at t = 0.016 s and t = 0.018 s shows that the cavity at the distal side collapsed first. The collapsing cavity is shown as an oblique line that begins from the left part of the distal side to the right part of the near wall side. Collapse at the near wall side of the model is delayed because of the effect of wall nearby. The cavity at the near part remains thicker in this stage than the distal part. A new cavity grows in the next cavity evolution period. Experiment results show that the newly generated cavity is not pure water vapor. The white foam like cavity means that the water content of it is quite high.
As we used added iso-surface of water volume fraction = 0.5 to show the shape of the cavity, the newly generated cavity is not obvious. The new cavitation could be observed through the pressure contour chart (Fig. 16) shows the pressure distribution around the model. The low pressure area after the shoulder of the projectile actually shows the existence of new cavitation. 
Discussion of various cavitation numbers
To analyze the effect of cavitation number on the cavitating flow, we compared the simulated results when the model speed at 16, 18, 20, 22 Fig. 17 . It shows that partial shedding cavity on the lower side of the projectile near the wall occurs at 22 m/s and 24 m/s, when the cavity thickness close to the distance between the projectile and the wall. The reduction in cavitation number will not only increase the length and thickness of the upper and lower side cavity, increase the cavity evolution period, but also increase the thickness of the re-entry jet in the lower side cavity [26] . Growth of the cavity evolution period at various speed is regular. Each increased by 0.004 s. In a word, the cavitation number could affect the cavity shape as well as cavity evolution process.
Details of the cavitating flow of the simulated cases are compared in Fig. 18 . The partial shedding cavity of the lower side cavity are pointed out by red arrow.
Near wall effect on cavity
Effect on cavity shape
Pressure distribution around the model at the added symmetry plane is shown at t = 0.006 s in Fig. 19 . This approach was adopted to determine the factor that caused the difference between the cavity on the distal and near wall side to the wall. Two straight red lines are added to the near wall and distal side to the wall. Fig. 20 shows the distributed pressure along the lines. The figures show that the low-pressure zone at the near wall side is longer than that at the distal side to the wall. The cavity on the distal side is short, which indicates that the constraint of the At x = 0 m, the pressure at the near wall side increases, which could decrease the cavitation number obtained in Eq. (1). Thus, cavity easily forms near the wall. As cavitation is the formation of vapor cavities in a liquid, the whole cavity evolution process is in a quasi-equilibrium state. Phase change from liquid water to vapor occurs in the region where the local pressure is lower than the saturated pressure, which is considered as the cavitation criterion in the paper. Pressure in the cavitation zone is constant, which equals to the saturated pressure of water mentioned in Section 3.1.
Effect on shedding vortex structures
The relationship between the shedding cavity and the vortex motion could be visualized based on the Q -criterion [39] , which is defined by the following equation in incompressible flow:
where Ω = 1 2
is the strain rate tensor. Q has a direct physical interpretation. When Q >0, the vector field is dominated by the vorticity and the region is determined as a vortex tube. When Q < 0, the vector field is dominated by the strain. This physical interpretation supports the value of Q -criterion in the vector fields when areas of high strain and areas of strong vertical motions should be distinguished.
Velocity distribution on the added iso-surface of Q = 50000 is shown in Fig. 21 at t = 0.01 s, t = 0.012 s, and t = 0.014 s, and Fig. 22 at t = 0.016 s and t = 0.018 s. These figures contain the third and fourth stages of cavity evolution. The shedding vortex breaks up strongly induced by the collapse of the shedding cavity and the broken vortex is thick on the near wall side of the model because of the effect of the wall nearby. The non-axisymmetric vortex around the projectile caused by the collapse of the shedding cavity could produce a large lateral force and influence cruising stability.
Conclusions
This study uses water tank test and CFD simulation method to analyze cavitating flow near the wall around an underwater axisymmetric projectile. Cavity evolution includes cavity growth, re-entry jet, cavity shedding, and collapse. These processes are observed through experiment images and simulation. The comparison results of the cavity lengths at the distal and near wall sides to the wall between the experimental and numerical results show that the simulation method is reasonably accurate.
Cavity length at the near wall side of the model is longer than that at the distal side, whereas the front of re-entry jet move away from the leading edge of the cavity. Shedding cavity is thicker at the near wall side and collapses later under the effect of the wall nearby.
Re-entry jet is a highly important factor that induces instability. Adding a cylindrical surface to show the velocity streamlines around the projectile reveals the internal movement of re-entry jet toward the leading edge of the cavity. Velocity contour charts show velocity distribution on the neutral surface. The re-entry jet at the near wall side is thicker than that at the distal side. The effect of the wall nearby is also analyzed. The constraint of the surrounding flow is strong when the bottom wall is near, which could be concluded from the pressure contour chart around the projectile. Pressure distribution along the added lines at the distal and near wall side of the model is also given. The distribution shows that the cavity is easily formed near the wall at the shoulder of the projectile.
Regularity between the cavity and the vortex motion could be visualized based on the Q-criterion. The non-axisymmetric vertex around the projectile is generated by the collapse of the shedding cavity, which may affect cruising stability.
Wall effect in unsteady cloud cavitation is complex. Wall effect may change with varying distance between the near wall side and the wall nearby. The results reported in this study are limited to typical working conditions for a typically shaped model. Further in-depth analysis must be conducted in the future.
